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The Strategic Role of Sustainability Data 
High-Quality Sustainability Data is the Must-Have for Access 

to Cheaper Capital and Higher Valuations

2  I N S I G H T S

1. Carbon is now a commodity, with a rapidly expanding financial and
trading ecosystem

2. Companies who provide sustainability reports gain access to cheaper capital and
upside gains

“We are now able to go to issuers and tell them ‘if you issue 
your debt in green format, you will actually save money.’”

Deutsche Bank

FA C T S

• Environmental commodities now
viewed as an additional and
fast-growing asset class, with
associated wealth creation
opportunities (Blackstone)

• M&A activity for REITs, PE portfolios
and CRE now requires sustainability
reporting in due diligence

• Businesses and local governments gain
a lower cost of capital with
sustainability reporting

• The new laws in Texas, which restrict
cities from engaging in ESG data, has
actually raised costs more than $1B per
year (Bloomberg)

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-09-10/fatter-greenium-beckons-spain-to-oreo-maker-in-esg-goldilocks
https://www.blackstone.com/news/press/blackstone-announces-400-million-investment-in-xpansiv-the-leading-global-carbon-and-environmental-commodities-exchange-platform/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-06-13/texas-s-wall-street-showdown-costing-cities-hundreds-of-millions
https://www.investing.com/commodities/carbon-emissions
https://glynt.ai/
https://glynt.ai/


Most businesses are just starting to 
automate their sustainability data 
flows, and just now considering the 
need for audit-ready, verifiable data. 
But once that data is in place, the doors 
of climate finance are open, and the 
financial wins to preparing Enterprise 
Sustainability Data begin. 

Carbon is now a traded commodity 
with spot, futures and options 
contracts. See daily price updates at 
carboncredits.com 

There is abundant data that shows the 
business benefits of reporting 
sustainability data: A lower the cost of 
capital for businesses and local governments.
Sustainability data as a must-have for M&A transactions in REITs, CRE and PE markets. Valuations 
rise with sustainability reporting and credible emissions reduction plans. The list goes on…

And there is an opportunity hedge out macroeconomic climate risk: Investors can earn an extra 
0.5-0.7% return per year by allocating 5% of their portfolio to a hedge built on carbon securities 
(Credit Suisse).

Climate finance may seem futuristic, but frankly it is here. Not participating is losing money. 
Particpation requires accurate, audit-ready and shareable sustainability data. Talk to GLYNT. 

Carbon is a “Normalized” Security

Source: Morgan Stanley

READ THE RESEARCH

CLIMATE FINANCE IS HERE
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ABOUT GLYNT
GLYNT is the first sustainability data service, enabling compliance, operational savings and climate 
finance opportunities for customers and partners around the globe. Our advanced machine 
learning accelerates and simplifies finance-grade and audit-ready sustainability data – emissions, 
energy, water and waste – for finance and sustainability teams. From data capture to climate 
finance, GLYNT data powers the business of climate. Learn more at glynt.ai

• Introducing the Carbon Market,  Morgan Stanley

• The Beginning of the Big Carbon Age, Credit Suisse

• Carbon Pricing in the US 101, Resources for the Future

https://carboncredits.com/carbon-prices-today/
https://www.msci.com/www/blog-posts/introducing-the-carbon-market/03227158119
https://www.credit-suisse.com/media/assets/sustainability/treeprint-carbon-markets.pdf
https://www.msci.com/www/blog-posts/introducing-the-carbon-market/03227158119
https://www.credit-suisse.com/media/assets/sustainability/treeprint-carbon-markets.pdf
https://www.rff.org/publications/explainers/video-explainer-carbon-pricing-101/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw08aYBhDlARIsAA_gb0ejmeXqjGt4Qx15spP4pX9otfCkRIEY1--ULQ-_LAU91_gtChVjI04aAkiKEALw_wcB
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